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T R A V E L  T R I P S  A N D  M O R E

awakenedman.co.uk

E V O L V E  |  H E A L  |  A W A K E N

https://www.instagram.com/richardawakenedman/
https://twitter.com/recovering_man
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbA2t0gC4vmvtJdPRgxuQBA?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.facebook.com/awakenedmanpage


WHAT IS AWAKENED MAN?

WHO IS RICHARD, FOUNDER OF AWAKENED

MAN?

KEY #1: KNOW YOUR HEAVEN, KNOW YOUR

HELL

KEY #2: BECOME A WARRIOR

KEY #3: SHAPESHIFT

KEY #4: BREATHE IN LOVE 

KEY #5: EMBRACE YOUR SOVEREIGNTY 

I N S I D E  T H I S  G U I D E



"THE  F I RST  &

GREATEST  V ICTORY

I S  TO  CONQUER

SELF "

-  PLATO



S  E V E R
S  T H E Y

 I T ’ S
O  B E .

Awakened Man is all about awakening to our true

nature as men. 

The core of Awakened Man is the transformational

journey from the inner 'lost boy' to the 'awakened

man' - the content focuses on this to aid modern

men in finding themselves, their purpose and

their inner code. 

Founded by London-based writer Richard Joy (bio

below), the content focuses primarily on standing

aside from modern society to see where we're

blind, falling short and detached from our true

nature. 

In our modern age, men have few integrated,

awakened guides to mentor us into meaning,

wisdom and deep inner peace. Henceforth,

Awakened Man centres around the 7-Step Path of

Initiation to fulfil this aim. 

In offering a mixture of coaching and content via

the media channel, the mission is simple - to

awaken men & free them from inner turmoil, life

obstacles and dysfunctions. 

Henceforth, content focuses on our present culture

that all too often sees masculinity as 'toxic', striving

to help men find peace, meaning and inspiration

beyond the bounds of the modern world. 

This journey sees us cover great teachers and key

concepts that help us break beyond the ego, as

well as to understand the limits and the value of

our culture. We focus heavily on how to stay

healthy mentally, physically and spiritually to

ensure you're living an awakened life. 

You can follow Awakened Man on YouTube and

also sign up for coaching on the main website:

awakenedman.co.uk

WHA T  I S

AWAK E N E D  MAN ?

https://awakenedman.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbA2t0gC4vmvtJdPRgxuQBA?sub_confirmation=1
https://awakenedman.co.uk/
https://awakenedman.co.uk/


WHO  I S  R ICHARD ,  FOUNDER

OF  AWAKENED  MAN ?

Hi, I'm Richard, the Founder of Awakened

Man. While I'm content in life now, living

out my purpose of building Awakened Man

and helping many men walk the life-

changing Path of Initiation, it really wasn't

this way for many years. I grew up a sad

and lost young man, my parents divorced

at an early age and my elder brother

turned to drugs shortly after and lost his

mind in psychedelics. This led me to live in

fear of his mood swings and violence, and I

became deeply wounded at this time. 

I spent my 20's studying but really couldn't

connect with the world, women, or find my

way. Anxiety ruled me and I was often

depressed. Around this time, my elder

brother took his own life. This was a

shocking event and I knew I had to get my

life sorted out. In response, I read all the

self-help I could! I stopped complaining,

started working out and eventually I

landed a sweet job & nice girlfriend in

London. I had found success, but this

wasn't the end yet...

Because of these inner wounds I became

locked inside my head, always worried

about how people perceived me and lost

with regard to how to handle life. 

I tried using drugs to ease the pain, but

these made me panic, so I used alcohol for

a while to act confident and strong. 

Deep down, however, I was always fearful

and worse still, I was stuck in an unending

victim-status. I felt the world owed me

something and this led me to be a highly

intellectual and judgemental person,

thinking that I could work the world out

and gain status if I acquired enough

knowledge. However, despite achieving

plenty externally, I was still broken

internally.

I'd learnt all about how to present myself &

succeed at work via self-help books, I'd

learnt how to charm women via pick-up,

but all that was still fundamentally fake. 

The reality was I hadn't healed my soul, I

hadn't integrated my pain, I hadn't walked

the path of a man by facing my inner fear. 

One day, it all exploded & I left my job, lost

my girlfriend (and nearly my mind) - yet

this was the best thing that ever happened

to me! It was life blowing away the BS to

let me be reborn onto a path of deep

spiritual peace, life purpose & masculine

wisdom. After this, life came so alive, I felt

at one with myself as a man and I did years

of spiritual and men's work that has

culminated in what I do now. 



Simply chasing pleasure and happiness will never be enough for

you as a man.

For your life to truly have meaning, for your soul to glow with life,

you need to know what you're working to overcome. 

Henceforth, you need to highlight what your personal hell looks

like.

Think about experiences that have taught you what makes you

pained, lost, weak and wounded. 

These are not bad experiences any longer, these are gold as our

past can become the rocket fuel towards a better tomorrow. 

In this exercise, write 500 words on your personal hell you

want to avoid, followed by 500 words of the heaven you're

aiming for.

This exercise is highly effective in orienting you in the right

direction, as well as integrating the wisdom of life's lessons.



The most common role men have taken on in history has been that

of the warrior. 

It may be called being a tribesman, a soldier or a trooper. but we as

men have evolved in this mould. 

However, today, we are blessed with a safe society - some may say

TOO blessed - and this has led us from being lions to housecats. 

Now, this exercise isn't about learning to swing an axe on a

battlefield but channelling your inner warrior. 

There's an energy inside you that is primal, powerful, brave and

ready to face any foe. 

Whatever forms your foes come in - be it a phobia, self-doubt or

weakness, to master yourself your must face your demons. 

In this exercise, write down five things you fear and make a

plan to tackle each.  

You don't have to conquer everything this instant, but you must

start the wheels turning right now and vow to confront your

obstacles. 



I N TERESTED  I N  THE  7 -STEP

PATH  OF  I N I T I AT ION ?

V I EW  THE  7 -STEP  PLAYL I S T  ONL INE

1 .WHO  ARE  YOU ?  (THE  SOUL  AUD I T )

2 .THE  SYMBOL I C  DEATH

3 .H IGHER  &  LOWER  POWER

4 .VALUE  FRAMEWORKS  &  YOUR  L I F E  PURPOSE

5 .MOTHERS  &  THE  FEM IN INE

6 .FATHERS  &  THE  MASCUL INE

7 .THE  AWAKENED  MAN

THEN  V I S I T  HERE  FOR  MORE  I N FO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ro8jF48-3g&list=PL8hhaIJ5BsnV_1yLZ1_2VOYr4iN21_LMV
https://awakenedman.co.uk/the-7-step-path-of-initiation/
https://awakenedman.co.uk/the-7-step-path-of-initiation/
https://awakenedman.co.uk/the-7-step-path-of-initiation/


Have you ever witnessed someone walk into a room and they just

bring an energy into it? 

It's not a vocal thing, it's purely atmospheric. It makes you pay

attention, it's impressive.  

Have you ever considered that someone has thought that about

you? By the law of averages, someone certainly will have. 

Despite this, we live in our minds, and up here we only listen to a

certain narrative. 

It knows all our flaws, it knows our guilty feelings, it knows our

shame. 

Henceforth, we often get lost in that voice and believe WE are frail,

while others have it sussed. 

It's time to end the mind's rule and to give way to reality. 

Write a list of 10 self-limiting beliefs you have, and next to that,

write 10 counter beliefs - you must read this to yourself every

morning and whenever you doubt yourself. 

Don't let your mind tell you this won't work, do it persistently and

see what happens...



Men are often frightened of the word love. It's not our fault, we've

been fed a diet of pop music and TV dramas that have conditioned

us into thinking it's all airy-fairy nonsense.

Yet before all of this conditioning, there was a spiritual meaning to

the word love - it simply means to be free of worry, to be free of

ego, to be self-less.

This state is easily achievable - in fact, it's what true meditation

aims at. 

You don't need to be some wise old master living atop of the

Himalayas, this peace is right here with you now at your core. 

In our modern world, we've become so obsessed with the material

realm, we never stop, breathe and take a break from thinking. 

You really can do this. 

Further, if you do it regularly, the pay off is peace within, calmness

in the face of chaos, and the ability to speak your truth with ease. 

For this exercise, begin your practice of the Silent Prayer, full-

body scans and meditation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HgnQ__1B_g4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEZp3zoMMOA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ePEgCUJkU0


Building on from the last exercise, we can now go one step further. 

Our world today is a competition for your attention. Adverts, videos

and temptations scream at you from every angle and given we've

moved far away from inner stillness, we jump at every flash. 

This has turned our inner world into chaos. 

Feelings rule us, emotions guide us and thoughts dominate our

understanding of reality. 

Just take a look at the picture above of the archetypal king in his

throne. 

Does he look like he jumps at every sound, freaks out at every

emotion and follows every fad? 

No. He is in his sovereignty. He is still. He sees the things of the

world come and go and is unmoved from his core - his throne. 

In this exercise, it's time to start watching your emotions,

watching your mind, watching the world. Don't jump at

fleeting moments, instead, learn to be still, and the world will

be one with you.



THANK  YOU  FOR

READ ING

AWAKENEDMAN .CO .UK

https://awakenedman.co.uk/

